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Abstract
Augmented reality (AR), which overlays virtual content on
top of the user’s perception of the real world, has now begun to enter the consumer market. Besides smartphone platforms, early-stage head-mounted displays such as the Microsoft HoloLens are under active development. Many compelling uses of these technologies are multi-user: e.g., inperson collaborative tools, multiplayer gaming, and telepresence. While prior work on AR security and privacy has
studied potential risks from AR applications, new risks will
also arise among multiple human users. In this work, we explore the challenges that arise in designing secure and private
content sharing for multi-user AR. We analyze representative
application case studies and systematize design goals for security and functionality that a multi-user AR platform should
support. We design an AR content sharing control module
that achieves these goals and build a prototype implementation (ShareAR) for the HoloLens. This work builds foundations for secure and private multi-user AR interactions.

1

Introduction

Augmented reality (AR) technologies, which overlay digitally generated content on a user’s view of the physical
world, are now becoming commercially available. AR
smartphone applications like Pokemon Go and Snapchat,
as well as smartphone-based AR platforms from Apple [5],
Facebook [6], and Google [4], are already available to billions of consumers. More sophisticated AR headsets are also
available in developer or beta editions from companies like
Magic Leap [37], Meta [41], and Microsoft [24]. The AR
market is growing rapidly, with a market value projected to
reach $90 billion by 2022 [15].
The power that AR technologies have to shape users’ perceptions of reality — and integrate virtual objects with the
physical world — also brings security and privacy risks and
challenges. It is important to address these risks early, while
AR is still under active development, to achieve more robust
security and privacy than would be possible once systemic
issues have become entrenched in mainstream technologies.
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The computer security and privacy community has already
taken steps towards identifying and mitigating potential risks
from malicious or buggy AR apps. These efforts — e.g., limiting untrusted apps’ access to sensor data [28, 49, 54] or restricting the virtual content apps can display [32, 34] — are
reminiscent of recent work on access control for untrusted
apps on other platforms, such as smartphones [16, 53]. Despite this valuable initial progress, we observe a critical gap
in prior work on security and privacy for AR: though past
efforts are valuable for protecting individual users from untrusted applications, prior work has not considered how to
address potentially undesirable interactions between multiple human users of an AR app or ecosystem.
The need to consider security for multi-user AR. Despite
this gap in prior work, we observe that many compelling use
cases for AR will involve multiple users, each with their own
AR device, who may be physically co-located or collaborating remotely and who may be interacting with shared virtual objects: for instance, in-person collaborative tools [63],
multi-player gaming [3], and telepresence [18]. As one concrete example already available to AR users, Ubiquity6 has
released a beta version of its smartphone platform in which
all users can view and interact with all AR content within the
app [67], as shown in Figure 1.
In these contexts, the potential security, privacy, and safety
risks for AR users come not only from the apps on their
own devices but also from other users. For example, one
user of a shared AR app might accidentally or intentionally
spam other users with annoying or even disturbing virtual
objects, or manipulate another person’s virtual object (e.g.,
artwork) without permission. Indeed, even though multi-user
AR technologies are not yet ubiquitous in the consumer market, precursors of such issues have already begun to emerge
in the wild and in research settings today. In AR specifically,
for example, there have been reports of “vandalism” of AR
art in Snapchat [38], and a recent study found that pairs of
AR users often positioned virtual objects in each other’s personal space [35]. Similar findings have been made in virtual
reality (VR), where users have blocked each other’s vision
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Figure 1: Sample screenshots from Ubiquity6 multi-user application (taken from [67]). Users can, for instance feed a virtual cat
(left) or tend a virtual garden (right).

with virtual objects [66] and invaded each other’s personal
space [1]. In earlier work on digital tabletop displays, researchers observed conflicts between users closing or stealing each others’ documents [44]. As a final example, Apple’s AirDrop scheme for sharing files between physically
co-located Apple devices has been misused to send inappropriate content to strangers in public spaces [11].
Thus, we can and should expect conflicts and tensions to
arise between multiple AR users, which raises the critical
question: how should AR platform and app designers handle
these issues? Existing AR platforms provide limited or no
support to app developers on this front. For example, though
HoloLens supports running an app shared between multiple
device users, it surfaces only basic cross-device messaging
features, providing no framework for developers to reason
about or support complex multi-user interactions.
This work: Sharing control for multi-user AR. In this
work, we thus address the challenge of providing secure
and private content sharing capabilities for multi-user augmented reality applications. Unlike prior AR security work
that focused on protecting users from untrusted apps, we
aim to limit undesirable interactions between mutually distrusting human users — similar to how traditional file system
permissions attempt to separate mutually distrusting human
users from each other. By addressing this issue before multiuser AR becomes widespread, we aim to inform the design of
future AR systems, thereby preventing such multi-user concerns from manifesting broadly.
In our exploration of this space, however, we find that controlled sharing for AR content raises unique challenges not
present in traditional settings such as file systems or shared
online documents. The root cause of this complexity is AR’s
integration with the physical world. Because people share
the same physical world, they may have certain expectations about how AR content is shared. Indeed, prior work
has found that users often expect co-located users to see the
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same virtual content [35]. For example, a user might want
to have control of their personal physical space, not allowing another user to place too many virtual objects near them.
Fulfilling this request requires that either the second user is
restricted in augmenting his or her own view of the world, or
that the two users see different things. Diverging views of the
world can violate expectations, however: consider watching
or interacting with an AR object that only you can see while
another AR user unknowingly steps into the space between
you and your object.
AR’s integration with the physical world further complicates many access control design decisions. Consider the
seemingly simple notion of Alice sharing an AR object with
Bob: for instance, giving him read access to a piece of virtual artwork. When this object is shared, does Bob see the
artwork in the same place as Alice (e.g., on a particular wall),
or does Bob see his own instance of the object in a different
place? The answer may depend on the semantics of the app
and whether Alice and Bob are physically co-located, and
the answer interacts with many other design choices.
In our work, we thus explore a set of multi-user AR case
study apps that represent different points in the possible design space (co-located and remote users, opt-in versus optout sharing) to surface functionality and security goals for an
AR sharing control module. We then present the design of
such a module, which we envision as an app-level library or
OS interface that can be leveraged by AR application developers. This module supports app developers in (1) allowing
users to share AR content with other (co-located or remote)
users, (2) allowing users to control both inbound and outbound AR content, while (3) addressing fundamental challenges raised by AR’s integration with the physical world.
One key challenge is to define and manage different
ways that AR content might be mapped into the physical
world — we do so by supporting both location-coupled objects (which all users see in the same physical place) and
location-decoupled objects (for which users see their own
copies in separate locations), and by managing the resulting
impact of these types of objects on sharing and access control
functionality. Another key challenge is to address potential
discontinuities in user expectations around private content in
a shared physical world — we do so by introducing “ghost”
objects that allow users to share with other AR users that
they are interacting with a virtual object without sharing sensitive details about that object. Finally, a third key challenge
is to respect users’ possible sense of ownership of physical
space (e.g., personal space) — to that end, our design supports policies for how to handle AR objects that are within a
protected region (e.g., making objects closer to a user more
transparent to that user). Through our exploration, we find
that no single sharing control model will work for all apps,
but that our proposed module can provide key features to
support app developers in creating multi-user AR apps that
meet users’ expectations.
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Contributions. In summary, our contributions include:
1. We are the first to rigorously explore the design space
for secure and private AR content sharing between
users. Through an exploration of multi-user AR case
study apps, we identify (in Section 2) key design goals,
challenges, and features that app developers require to
support secure and private multi-user AR experiences.
2. Building on our design space exploration (Section 2),
we present the design (in Section 4) of a multi-user AR
sharing control module. Our design addresses key challenges and enables app developers to meet our design
goals: supporting users in controlling how they share
AR content with others and how AR content is shared
with them, while taking into account the ways in which
AR content might integrate with the physical world.
3. We provide a concrete prototype implementation
(ShareAR, in Section 5) and evaluation (in Section 6),
iteratively refining our design and demonstrating its feasibility in practice. Our source code will be made available at the project website.1
This work lays a foundation for future secure and private
multi-user AR apps. Mitigating undesirable interactions between users can facilitate user adoption of AR and help the
technology reach its full potential.

2

Problem Formulation and Design Goals

We begin by formulating, for the first time, the problem
space and goals for secure and private multi-user AR content sharing. To do so systematically, we consider four case
study apps (Section 2.1) that we selected to explore unique
points in the multi-user AR design space and that we envisioned might exercise a broad range of functionality and
security needs. From these case studies, we then derive our
security and functionality goals (Sections 2.2 and 2.3).
In exploring possible apps, we observe that the key aspect
of AR that differentiates it from previous technologies is its
tight physical-world integration: virtual content appears to
the user to be situated in 3D space among physical objects
(e.g., the examples in Figure 1). Thus, one key axis is (1) colocation: are the users sharing virtual content co-located or
not? A second key axis is (2) opt-in versus opt-out sharing:
is sharing a deliberate opt-in action between specific people
(as the HoloLens developer guidelines prioritize [43]) or are
virtual objects public by default, requiring a deliberate optout (as the Meta developer guidelines advocate [40])? The
example case studies we highlight explore these dimensions.
2.1

Case Study Applications

Paintball: Co-located, opt-in. In this app, users in the
same physical space can play a game of paintball with virtual
paint. All users can see the game objects (weapons, paint,
etc.). Users may also have a dashboard where they can see
1 arsharing.cs.washington.edu
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or arsharingtoolkit.com

the game status. This type of AR multiplayer gaming is already emerging in smartphone apps [20].
Multi-Team Whiteboards: Not (necessarily) co-located,
opt-in. We envision a collaborative AR whiteboard app in
which a user, possibly in a co-located group, may choose to
share a whiteboard with other users who may be in the same
or different physical locations. Although each co-located
group of users sees the same whiteboard in the same location, different groups may see the whiteboard instantiated in
different locations; furthermore, a user in a group may split
off an individual copy of the whiteboard in order to leave the
room and still collaborate from another remote space. The
contents of all users’ copies are synchronized in real-time.
Since different whiteboards may have different levels of sensitivity, access control must be at least at whiteboard-level
granularity. Unlike in Paintball, where a shared game state
is core to app function, users of this app may encounter users
with whom they don’t want to share a sensitive whiteboard.
This case study, also, is grounded in existing work: a pending patent application by Apple [29] describes a GUI for AR
document editing, though it does not mention access control.
Community Art: Co-located, opt-out. We now consider
an example in which co-located users automatically see
each other’s objects by default. We consider a virtual art
app, where users can create and view sculptures, free-drawn
markup, and other artistic artifacts made by other, potentially
unknown AR users in the same physical (and virtual) space.
Variants of Community Art might be used to decorate for a
celebration so that guests or passersby will see the content, or
to place advertisements outside one’s shop. Though we consider Community Art as an example of a public-by-default
app, some use cases may necessitate more fine-grained access control. For instance, artists may choose to keep their art
private while constructing it or allow the public to view but
not edit their sculptures. This case study is similar to Ubiquity6’s smartphone app [67], in which all content is public.
Soccer Arena: Not co-located, opt-out. Finally, we consider an app that lets the user watch a virtual replica — e.g.,
on the user’s living room table — of the soccer game that
it is currently broadcasting. By default, all users of this app
see all aspects of the playing field, commentator annotations,
and ads. Some users may watch the game together in the
same physical space, while others may be in separate physical spaces. While using the app, a user may wish to block
a distracting ad or turn off annotations. The ability to form
AR reconstructions of soccer games from monocular video
footage, demonstrated in [51], shows that this app is within
reach of today’s technology. We find that Soccer Arena does
not surface new security, privacy, or functionality requirements not covered by the other case studies. In particular,
it raises the same spam-related concerns as Community Art
does and the same non-colocation challenges as Multi-Team
Whiteboards does. However, we include it for completeness.
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2.2

Functionality Goals

From the above case studies, we now derive a set of functionality design goals for multi-user AR apps and platforms.
Any sharing control solution must coexist with these functionality goals — while one could trivially meet the security
and privacy goals outlined in the next section by allowing no
shared content, supporting sharing functionality is critical to
the success of emerging multi-user apps.
• Support physically-situated sharing. For both Paintball and Community Art, physically co-located users
will want to see the same virtual objects. The multiuser AR platform must support a way of sharing virtual
state, and a mapping between virtual objects and the
physical world, among the collaborating users.
• Support physically-decoupled sharing. Multi-Team
Whiteboards requires that AR content be synchronized
for each person’s copy, regardless of the users’ relative
location — when they’re in the same room, or adjacent
rooms, or halfway across the world. Thus, the platform
must support sharing virtual content decoupled from the
physical world as well.
• Support real-time sharing. Users of Paintball will expect for their interactions with other players to occur
in real time. Real-time state changes are also desirable
for the other case studies. Thus, the platform must support low latency updates of shared state among multiple users, and any sharing control solution should not
impose an undue performance burden. (Note that realtime performance also confers a security benefit, since
access control changes can propagate quickly.)
2.3

Security Goals

A trivial solution that provides all of the above functionality
would make all AR content public by default. However, interaction between multiple users may not always be positive.
For example, a malicious or careless user may attempt to:
1. Share unwanted or undesirable AR content with another user. For example, in Multi-Team Whiteboards,
a user may plaster a wall with offensive messages, or in
Community Art, violate another user’s personal space
by attaching virtual objects to them as a practical joke.
Such behavior has already manifested in shared VR settings [1, 66].
2. See private AR content belonging to another user. For
example, in Multi-Team Whiteboards, a user may attempt to read another user’s private whiteboard.
3. Perform unwanted manipulations on AR content created by or belonging to another user. For example,
in Community Art or Multi-Team Whiteboards, a user
may delete or vandalize another user’s virtual creations.
Such behavior has already appeared in the wild, with
vandalism of AR art in Snapchat [38].
In response to such multi-user threats, we develop the following security and privacy goals for an AR sharing module.
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Control of outbound content. Sharing of AR content involves two parties: the originator of the content and the recipient. We decompose our security goals along this dimension, beginning with control of outbound content, i.e., managing the permissions of other users to access shared content.
Three canonical access control rights are “read,” “write,”
and “execute.” Extending “read” and “write” to the AR domain (and deferring “execute” to Section 7):
• Support granting/revoking per-user permissions.
The multi-user AR platform should support setting edit
and view permissions for different users. A user of
Paintball may wish to share a game session only among
a specified friend group instead of allowing any nearby
user to join, and may wish to retain full control of game
administration even among the set of players.
• Support granting/revoking per-object permissions.
A user of Community Art may wish to leave one piece of
art publicly visible while working privately on another.
Thus, regulating permissions at the granularity of the
app is not sufficient to cover all use cases; object-level
permissions must be supported as well.
The consequence of the above goals is that users in the
same physical space may not share the same view of the virtual space. This is in sharp contrast to current technologies,
where the physical presence of a device — e.g., a smartphone
or a television set — enables the user of that device both
(1) to signal to others that they are busy with that device,
and (2) to establish a dedicated spatial region upon which
their use of the device depends. The physicality of the device, then, serves as a scaffold around which interpersonal
norms have developed. For instance, a person might avoid
standing in front of a television set when a user is watching
it, and might refrain from blocking the line of sight from a
user to the smartphone they are holding.
AR content has no such physicality. Consider, for instance, Multi-Team Whiteboards: as thus far stated, a user
looking at or interacting with a private whiteboard will appear to a nearby user as staring into or manipulating empty
space. There is no mechanism by which the user can exercise agency over their working space in the presence of
other users, and no mechanism by which other users passing by can determine whether the object is five feet away
from its owner or up against a more distant wall. As a result,
one user may inadvertently stand in front of content that a
second user is interacting with. Further adding to this issue, prior work has also shown that people can be uncomfortable with the presence of AR users due to not knowing
what the AR user is doing [14,35], and private content causes
this rift even between users of the same AR platform. The
Meta developer guidelines [40] thus recommend that developers build public-by-default content in accordance with human intuition about a shared physical world. Indeed, novice
users in the same physical space may expect to also see the
same virtual content [35]. It is possible that social behaviors
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will adapt to this physicality disconnect over time, particularly around the current social discomfort of bystanders. But
although social norms may change, and although mitigating
these issues for bystanders — non-AR users, or AR users of a
different and non-compatible platform — is difficult and beyond the scope of this work, we still seek to address this
physical-world disconnect at least in the near term for multiple AR users of compatible platforms. Specifically, we wish
to achieve the above content privacy goals while at least partially supporting a shared-world physical intuition:
• Support physically intuitive access control. An app
may wish to signal to a nearby user that another user is
(for example) drawing on a whiteboard, without revealing the content being drawn.
Control of inbound content. We next consider security
properties from the perspective of the recipients of shared
content. Since shared content can have serious implications
for the receiver, such as spam that obscures important realworld information [34], we derive the following goals:
• Support user control of incoming virtual content.
For instance, users of Community Art may wish to filter content to only that which is age-appropriate or that
does not contain foul language.
• Support user control of owned physical space. In the
case of Community Art, a user may not want arbitrary
other users to attach content to their heads without consent, a homeowner may wish to prevent house guests
from placing virtual content inside private rooms, and
the keepers of a public monument may not want the
monument to be vandalized with virtual graffiti. We
note that users may want control over their physical
space even when they cannot see the object in question:
for instance, an app may wish to prevent a virtual “kick
me” sign from being attached to a user’s back such that
the user cannot see and cannot control the sign. We consider the question of determining who controls a particular physical space to be out of scope for the design we
present in Section 4 (see Section 4.4 for further discussion), and instead focus on enforcing owned physical
space; however, we urge future work to also address
this complementary issue.
2.4

Supporting Flexibility

Stepping back, in defining the above functionality and security goals, we observe that not all multi-user AR apps will
have the same needs. For example, AR content that is shared
with all users by default is suitable for some apps (e.g., Community Art) but not others (e.g., Multi-Team Whiteboards).
Likewise, not all security and privacy goals are relevant in all
cases: for instance, enforcing personal space for shared AR
content may conflict with the functionality needs of Paintball, which requires that virtual paint stick to players upon
a hit. Even in an app that is otherwise simple from a sharing control perspective, user needs may warrant a degree of
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added sharing control complexity: for instance, an AR assistive technology object that transcribes spoken words for deaf
users may be exempt from the app’s general rules for the enforcement of owned physical space so that it always remains
visible to the deaf user who needs it.
Because the right sharing control model is app-specific,
AR app developers will need the ability to implement multiuser features with their chosen model. To that end, we identify the need for a flexible AR sharing control module that
can be leveraged by app developers. We envision this module as either an app-level library or an OS interface (i.e., set
of APIs) that provides sharing control features. The advantage of an app-level library is that it does not require explicit
changes to the platform. That is, an app developer could
create an app that runs on different AR platforms and, by including the platform-appropriate version of a library, support
interactions among users with different types of AR devices.
For example, although we prototype our design as an applevel library for HoloLens, in principle it could be adapted
for compatibility with Meta or Magic Leap apps.

3

Threat Model and Non-Goals

We aim to design a flexible module that helps app developers create multi-user AR apps that incorporate shared AR
content while mitigating the risk of undesirable interactions
between multiple users. We focus on the case of a developer building a single app and mediating the interactions of
its multiple users, deferring to future work the problem of
cross-app communication. We now present the threat model
under which we develop our design in Section 4, as well as
specify non-goals of this work.
Threat Model. Our primary focus in this work is on untrustworthy users. That is, we aim to help app developers create
multi-user AR apps that are resilient to security and privacy
threats between multiple users of the same app. In that context, we assume that two or more users are using the same
AR app, written by the same developer and incorporating
our sharing module. We thus assume that users trust both the
developers of the apps that they install as well as their AR operating system, but that users may not trust each other. This
trust dynamic is akin to traditional desktop environments —
e.g., where two users of a Unix operating system might both
trust the underlying system and installed apps, but might not
trust each other and hence might not make their home directories world readable or world writable. A key difference, as
noted earlier, is that in our model we only consider sharing
of content between users of the same app.
Under this threat model, we do not consider malicious
apps that omit or misuse our sharing module. We explicitly trust app developers to incorporate our module (e.g., as
an app-level library) into their apps; a malicious app developer might choose to simply not use our sharing module, implementing their own adversarially-motivated sharing
functionality, or use our module but violate security or pri-
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vacy properties through out-of-band means. Though a user
may install malicious apps alongside legitimate ones that use
our module, these malicious apps cannot interfere via our
module: we consider (and our module supports) AR content
sharing only among multiple users of the same app, rather
than also considering sharing across apps. This is consistent with the capabilities of current AR technologies, which
are either single-app or do not allow multiple concurrently
running apps to communicate [33]. We also assume that all
users are running legitimate, uncompromised versions of the
app; strategies for verifying [36,75] or enforcing [73,74] this
assumption are significant research challenges of their own.
Finally, we assume that communication between devices
is secured with today’s best practices, e.g., end-to-end encrypted. Thus, we rule content eavesdropping and content
modification attacks as out of scope. Current network best
practices still suffer from denial-of-service attacks and traffic analysis attacks, but we do not aim to protect against such
attacks in this work, focusing instead on the app-level security and privacy issues.

Figure 2: Basic object sharing flow: Alice creates the blue and
green boxes and then chooses to share the green box with Bob. See
Section 4.1 for details.

• Non-goal: Accurate spatial localization of AR users
and content. We do not aim to design a system by
which the location of an AR user can be accurately and
securely determined. Prior work has studied how to
localize devices accurately [23, 31], how to verify location claims [10, 69], and how to verify co-location
claims [21, 55]. We note that even without further sharing controls, future location-based AR apps will benefit
from secure location and co-location verification methods. Thus, we consider this topic to be orthogonal and
of independent in.

Non-Goals. We consider the following design questions to
be non-goals of our present effort:
• Non-goal: UI/UX design. Although we propose underlying mechanisms for the sharing control needs of
app logic, and although those mechanisms in some instances have implications for what developers are empowered to surface at the UI level, we do not aim to define exactly how those mechanisms should manifest to
users in the specific interaction modality or look-andfeel of an app. Thus, we leave the design of specific
interfaces — including how much of our module’s control should be surfaced directly to users versus shouldered by the app — to future efforts by researchers and
app developers. Our work is similar in spiritspirit to
work on user interface toolkits (e.g., [25, 27]) in that
our goal is to enable app developers to easily create and
innovate on a range of user interfaces and experiences,
rather than to design and iterate on these interfaces directly.
• Non-goal: Network architecture design. It remains
an open question whether multi-user AR will ultimately
be enabled by client-server, peer-to-peer, or other network architectures; we thus design our platform to be
agnostic to network architecture. Additionally, we do
not consider how two AR devices initially bootstrap
communication; prior, complementary work considers
how to securely pair two HoloLens devices [60].
• Non-goal: App-specific choices about sharing control properties. We do not aim to recommend to
apps which sharing control properties and functionalities might make sense in the context of the app, instead
enabling app developers to choose the appropriate subset of properties for their specific use cases.
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4

Design

We now present the design of a module that AR developers
can use to support secure and private sharing of AR content
among multiple users. Compatible with our threat model of
untrusted users but trusted developers, we envision this module as an app-level library or an OS interface.
4.1

Module Design Overview

To illustrate the relationships between the OS, the sharing
control module, the app, and multiple users, we begin by
walking through a simple case of Alice creating two objects
and sharing one with Bob (Figure 2).
1. Precondition: Alice and Bob are both running an app
that incorporates the sharing module and, as such, already have an open communications channel between
their devices.
2. Object creation: Alice creates two AR objects, a small
blue box and a large green box. Her app calls the sharing module’s InstantiateShared() API for both objects, allowing the module to track permissions at the
granularity of those objects (in this case, beginning with
view and edit permissions for only Alice).
3. Outbound sharing (app-level): Through some user interface provided by the app, Alice chooses to share the
green box with Bob.
4. Outbound sharing (module-level): On Alice’s device,
the app calls the sharing module’s SetPermission()
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5.

6.
7.

8.

API. As a result, the module updates its internal permission map, adding Bob to the list of users with view
permissions for the green box.
Communication: The sharing module sends a message
(via the device’s OS and networking stack) containing
object content and metadata to Bob’s device, whose OS
and networking stack dispatch it to the sharing module
in Bob’s instance of the app.
Inbound sharing (module-level): The sharing module
surfaces a SetPermission event to Bob’s app.
Inbound sharing (app-level): On Bob’s device, the app
shows some user interface to allow Bob to accept or
deny the shared object. (Other apps may skip this step
and show the object to Bob automatically, and/or respect Bob’s previously-set preferences for shared objects from Alice.) Bob chooses to accept the shared object from Alice; the app updates his view of the world
to include the green box.
State update and communication: The app calls the
sharing module’s AcceptObject() API, which in turn
transmits that message back to Alice’s device.

Following this transaction, Bob can now see a shared copy
of Alice’s green box and, depending on the sharing settings,
can manipulate that box in ways that are also visible to Alice.
This sharing flow might seem simple: the sharing control
module provides APIs that help an app keep track of which
users can access which AR objects — i.e., view and edit permissions — and syncs this information across the devices of
all users of the app. However, as surfaced in Section 2, sharing in the AR context requires thoughtful consideration —
particularly in the face of users’ expectations of and interactions within the physical world.
Key design challenges. While striving to achieve the functionality and security goals identified in Section 2, our design
space exploration surfaced several key questions which do
not arise for sharing and access control in traditional systems
(e.g., file systems). These challenges are deeply connected
with AR’s integration with the physical world, and although
they do not on the surface appear to be security-centered
questions, they affect the security and privacy mechanisms
we design, and so we must address them:
• Integration of shared AR objects with the physical world
(Section 4.2): How is a shared object integrated into the
physical world? In the above example, do Alice and
Bob see the green box in the same physical location
or in different physical locations? Are Alice and Bob
themselves in the same physical location, and what happens when their co-location status changes?
• Private content in a shared physical world (Section 4.3): How should the sharing module handle or
help shape users’ expectations of private AR content,
such as Alice’s blue box, when they interact in a shared
physical world?
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What and
with whom
Where
How much

Outbound
sharing controls

Inbound
sharing controls

Permission management

Two-party sharing consent

Location coupling (§4.2)
Ghosting (§4.3)

Personal space (§4.4)
Clutter management

Table 1: Summary of the components of our design for controlling
the outbound and inbound sharing of AR content.

• Ownership of physical-world spaces (Section 4.4):
How can a sharing module help apps respect people’s
existing ownership of physical spaces? For example,
users may wish to control AR content that they or others see in front of their homes or on their own bodies.
Effective solutions to these challenges must integrate with
the system design components that have more direct analogues in current technologies. In particular, we incorporate
the following established control structures into our design:
• Permission management. We leverage classic access
control work [30] to track and enforce per-object and
per-user permissions. Although we aim to be compatible with whichever access control model a particular
app chooses to layer atop our module — e.g., a model
akin to Google Docs for the Multi-Team Whiteboards
case study — we note that this alone is not enough to
support the 3D experience of AR, and that the above
key design challenges must also be addressed.
• Two-party sharing consent. Some existing sharing
models require that both the sharer and the receiver of
digital content authorize a sharing event before its completion (e.g., Google Drive, Apple AirDrop). We use
this principle in our design, with one twist: to help
developers avoid decision fatigue in apps with highvolume content sharing, we allow the app to authorize
a sharing event without the user in the loop. For instance, an app might automatically authorize content
under some contexts but not others [70], use a notification UI that minimally disrupts the user’s workflow,
or allow users to always trust content from a specific
other user. We advise developers to be conscious of habituation and interruption in their app designs.
• Clutter management. Our design supports temporarily
or permanently removing an object from the user’s field
of view, as we discuss further in Section 4.2.
We summarize these aspects of sharing control, both new
and precedented, in Table 1. We categorize the design points
along two axes: (1) where in the above sharing flow the control occurs (outbound on the sharer’s end, or inbound on
the receiver’s end), and (2) what type of control is enforced
(what object is shared and with whom, where a shared object
can be, or how much information from that object is shared).
4.2

Physical World Integration

The sharing flow in Section 4.1 demonstrates the basic building blocks of a sharing module, with view and edit permis-
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sions for users at the granularity of AR objects (e.g., a virtual
cat or virtual browser window). We now explore how these
notions become significantly more complicated when shared
AR objects are integrated into the physical world.
Location-coupled and -decoupled sharing. Recall from
Section 2 that we aim to support both physically co-located
sharing (i.e., two users in the same physical place and seeing
the same AR objects in the same physical locations) and remote sharing (i.e., two users physically separated but seeing
the same AR objects in their own physical spaces).
Accordingly, our design supports two notions for how
an AR object can be shared with respect to the physical
world: (1) Location-coupled objects, which all users see in
the same physical location, and (2) Location-decoupled objects, where all users see the same object but in different
physical locations. In the coupled case, if one user moves
the object, other users also see the object’s location update;
in the decoupled case, the two instantiations of the object can
be moved independently.
We intend for these notions not to be mutually exclusive
for an object but rather to apply between sets of users. For
example, an AR object (say, a virtual whiteboard) may be
shared (1) in a location-coupled way between Alice and Bob
co-located in New York, and (2) in a location-coupled way
between Guanyou and Huijia in Beijing, and simultaneously
(3) in a location-decoupled way between the two groups.
Handling people moving around the physical world. A
challenge for location coupling and decoupling of shared
objects arises when we consider that users’ co-location can
change as they move around the physical world.
For example, suppose that Alice and Bob share a locationcoupled AR object — say, a whiteboard — both seeing it in
the same physical location. Alice may also share it in a
location-decoupled way with collaborator Carol working in
another room — i.e., Carol will see an instantiation of the
whiteboard in her own physical space. Initially, this appears
to meet our goals: all users see the whiteboard in their own
physical space in the same location as other co-located users.
What happens, however, when Carol moves into the same
physical space as Alice and Bob? Since the whiteboard is
shared among all of them, they will likely assume that all
three of them can now see the same AR whiteboard object
on the same wall [35]. This is not the case, however: Alice
and Bob see one instantiation of the whiteboard, and Carol
sees a separate instantiation in a slightly different location.
To resolve this potential inconsistency, our design keeps
track of all copies of a shared object, allowing the app to
show all of these copies to all users. Thus, when Carol joins
Alice and Bob in the same room, all users see both versions
of the whiteboard. All users then share the same view of the
augmented physical world. Note that this location information may have privacy implications, though none in scope for
this work; we discuss this point further in Section 7.
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Moreover, since users’ co-location may change over time,
their desired location-(de)coupling of objects may change
over time too. For example, in the above scenario, Alice and
Bob may wish to merge their whiteboard object with Carol’s
instantiation, so that all three indeed see the same, single
whiteboard object in the same place. Conversely, users may
wish to collaborate on a location-coupled object while they
are physically co-located but to both take their work with
them when they physically separate. Thus, we also provide
mechanisms to merge two location-decoupled instances into
a location-coupled object and to separate a location-coupled
object into two location-decoupled instances.
Another way to think about shared AR objects, then, is
that there is one conceptual object and potentially multiple
views of it. Each user sees a view in the same location as
do all other users, and users in different physical spaces will
see different views. If a user is in the same space as multiple
views, that user will see all present views. The object’s views
may be manipulated separately in space; a single view may
be split into two, or two may be merged into one, but the
underlying object that all views represent remains the same.
Implications of location coupling for object deletion. A
shared object’s location coupling or decoupling has design
implications for other features as well. For example, our design lets users delete AR content that they have created; it
is not clear, however, that this decision should propagate to
other users with whom the object has been shared, and location coupling or decoupling affects how deletion is handled.
We design the module to support three cases, which can
be chosen by the app developer as appropriate:
1. Case 1: Local Deletion: Affect user’s local view of object only. This option allows Alice to delete her object
without affecting other users. If, in Multi-Team Whiteboards, Alice and Bob share a whiteboard in a locationcoupled manner, Alice can delete her instance of the
object while Bob keeps working.
2. Case 2: Global Location-Coupled Deletion: Affect all
users’ views of location-coupled object. Here, a deleted
object is also deleted for all other users with whom that
object was shared in a location-coupled way. That is,
when Alice deletes her document, Bob also sees that
document disappear. However, if Alice has also shared
the document in a location-decoupled way with remote
collaborator Carol, this option allows Alice to delete her
and Bob’s location-coupled instantiation without affecting Carol’s remote, location-decoupled instantiation.
3. Case 3: Global, Location-Independent Deletion: Affect
all users’ view of object, independent of location coupling. In this case, all instantiations of the object for
all users are deleted. Continuing the previous example,
Alice, Bob, and Carol will all see the object deleted.
Which of these cases is most appropriate depends on the
semantics of an app and each use case within that app.
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Location coupling and decoupling have other design and
implementation implications as well. For instance, hiding
content with which the user does not currently wish to interact requires considering the same set of options as deletion.
4.3

Private Content in Shared Physical World

As raised in the Multi-Team Whiteboards case study in Section 2 and in prior work [35], the fact that AR supports peruser private content can have benefits, but it can also fail to
provide a signal about the use of physical space (e.g., leading to one user inadvertently standing in front of another’s
virtual content, or causing social tension due to one user not
knowing what another user is doing).
Thus, in this section we propose a design that allows users
to socially signal to other AR users that they are busy interacting with private content without sharing the details of
their activities. Further, we aim for this design to align with
users’ intuitions about a shared physical world.
Strawman designs. Consider two incomplete solutions:
Status quo. A solution with no further intervention would
cause private content to be completely invisible to other AR
users. A user interacting with private content thus appears to
others as if the user were staring off into and manipulating an
undefined region of empty space, giving no cue to other users
about how far away the object is if they want to walk around
it as well as no sense for what the user might be doing.
Occlusion by virtual barrier. Meta’s developer guidelines
recommend that sensitive content be shared publicly but occluded by a virtual barrier such as a curtain [40]. Although
this does provide a shared-world physical intuition and social
cue, it is not a robust privacy-preserving mechanism. Consider a user who places a virtual curtain around sensitive content so that the content is visible only from the user’s point
of view. A curious other user can surreptitiously look over
the user’s shoulder and observe the sensitive content, similar
to shoulder-surfing with current mobile devices [56, 64].
Our approach: “Ghosts”. We propose an alternate design
that achieves our goal while avoiding the above drawbacks.
The key idea is to allow users to share that they are interacting with an AR object, without sharing the details of that
object. This idea is analogous to how a user interacting with
a smartphone implicitly signals to bystanders that they are
engaged in another activity located in the palm of their hand,
without the contents of that activity being directly revealed,
or to how users may share free/busy information about specific time blocks on their calendar to avoid double-booking
without sharing the details of their calendar events.
To support this interaction, we introduce a new partialvisibility state for shared AR objects that we call ghosting.
Ghost objects show only their location in space, not the sensitive content they contain, no matter at which angle they are
viewed. As such, unlike the above smartphone analogy, they
are not susceptible to shoulder-surfing. Furthermore, a user
with whom a ghost object is shared receives from the sharer
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only the data needed to instantiate the ghost, rather than the
full object data; this further insulates the private content.
Ghost shape granularity. For non-planar objects, we encounter the following question: How does the sharing module determine the appropriate level of granularity to expose
in the ghosted object, given that object shapes may contain
app-specific information content?
For instance, in Community Art, the ghost of a sculpture
that is private during its development should not mimic the
original sculpture’s shape too closely. However, a shape
with too coarse of a granularity — e.g., a large fixed-size
cube regardless of the sculpture — no longer gives meaningful physical-world information to nearby users: e.g., by
marking an unreasonably large physical space as occupied.
To balance this dilemma,we allow app developers to specify what the ghosted view of an object should look like.
This approach allows for non-planar objects to assume an
obscured shape appropriate for the app-specific information
they carry. For instance, in the Community Art case study,
a sculpture that is private during its development might be
displayed to others as an appropriately sized cylinder.
4.4

Respecting Ownership of Physical Spaces

Finally, we turn to the question of how the sharing control
module can help apps respect people’s existing ownership
of physical-world space. We refer to both personal space
(near one’s body) and static owned space (e.g., one’s home)
as owned physical space in this section.
Helping users protect their owned physical spaces requires
several components: (1) Determining who owns a region in
space, (2) Determining what the boundaries of that region
are, and (3) Enforcing some kind of policy on shared AR
objects in that region.
We defer to future work (1), how to determine who owns
a region in space. This in itself is complex; for instance,
Google has analyzed abuse of location ownership in its Maps
app [26], and prior work has considered physical world
ownership for restricting continuous sensing apps (including
AR) [54]. Accounting for different types of space ownership
is also nontrivial: in particular, we identify (a) fixed-location
physical spaces (e.g., a house, a room, a storefront, or a public park), (b) person-relative spaces (e.g., within 5 feet of a
user), and (c) object-relative spaces (e.g., within 35 feet of a
virtual art object). A complete solution to this issue should
also consider non-AR users, and we offer the following suggestion as a starting point for future work: locally on the AR
user’s device, employ computer vision techniques to identify
the spatial positions of bystanders visible by the AR user,
estimate the rough pose for each bystander, and use that information to mark bystanders’ forms as protected regions of
space (e.g., using techniques from [2, 39]). However, we do
not pursue this topic further in this work, since it is a complex area of investigation in its own right; instead, we assume
a prior definition of owned physical space, and we focus on
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the challenges of enforcing that space.
For (2), we observe that defining the boundaries of a protected region of physical space — e.g., around a person or
house — is not a simple binary determination. A user might
perceive an object two feet away to be too close, for instance, but may consider an object nine inches away to be
even more so; this definition may also vary across different
users [22]. Building on this observation, our solution is to
model owned physical space as a continuum, where violations become more severe — and thus policies could become
stricter — as virtual content approaches the protected region.
The key question, then, is (3): what should an app do when
one user’s shared AR content overlaps another user’s personal physical space, or a physical region (e.g., a house) that
another user owns?
Policies for AR content violating owned spaces. To answer this question, we propose that the sharing control module can provide a variety of policies that an app’s developer
could choose to apply in such a case. These policies can be
enforced either such that the result of enforcement is only
visible to the user whose personal space is in question, or
such that all users with access to the shared object see the
result of enforcement. App developers may choose which
policies to enable based on the needs of the app.
A simple, binary policy might make objects invisible inside a fixed radius: for instance, define a three-foot radius
around a person within which AR content should not be visible (at least to that user). Such a policy can be exploited
by surrounding the person with AR content just outside the
boundary; thus, there is a tension between a large radius to
minimize the effects of such an attack and a small radius to
enable legitimate functionality.
To help balance this tension, and to take advantage of the
continuum in the boundary described above, our design provides a transparency gradient policy, by which the module
makes shared objects more transparent the closer the objects
are to the boundary of any protected region (e.g., around
a person). Under this policy, objects would start becoming transparent much farther than three feet away, avoiding
blocking the person’s vision but still being useful.
By having owned-space policies be enforced by apps
themselves (via the sharing module), rather than by users,
they can be applied without changing the underlying permissions on the shared object. This avoids two pitfalls. First, it
prevents malicious users from exploiting the policy, e.g., by
gaining control of an object simply by walking up to it. Second, it enables policy enforcement even on objects that the
physical space owner cannot see (protecting even non-AR
user bystanders from the “kick me” sign from Section 2).

5

Implementation

We now describe our prototype, which we implement as an
app-level library for the Microsoft HoloLens, demonstrating
the feasibility of our design for a currently available head-
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mounted AR platform. Our prototype, called ShareAR, is
implemented in C# and uses the HoloLens Unity development kit. We implemented the concept of an AR object using the Unity GameObject primitive, which is a virtual entity comprising shape, texture, location, physics properties,
script-controlled behavior, etc. Our implementation consists
of a core module (1888 lines of code), a network shim layer
(1137 lines of code), and a short supplementary script to
accompany any object shared using the toolkit (45 lines of
code), totalling 3070 lines of code.2
The ShareAR core comprises:
• Data and meta-data, including an access control matrix [30] and options for how objects are shared (e.g.,
location coupled or decoupled).
• Methods to instantiate objects, manually or automatically accept shared objects, change permissions on objects, and sync data between users. Table 2 summarizes
sample corresponding message types in our prototype.
• Simple fixed-radius personal space controls in the form
of Unity’s plane clipping, where the portion of an object
closer to the user than the fixed plane-clipping distance
is not rendered. We did not implement more nuanced
controls, like our proposed transparency gradient.
Though network architecture is out of scope of our design,
in practice we must choose some way to connect between
HoloLens devices. In our prototype, we used the MixedRealityToolkit Sharing toolkit, an open-source library from Microsoft.3 MixedRealityToolkit does not provide any sharing
control or access control functionality; we use it only as a
basic tunnel to send messages between HoloLens devices.
We build a network shim layer that serializes and deserializes ShareAR messages and uses MixedRealityToolkit Sharing to send them between devices. A developer who wishes
to use a different networking solution — e.g., one relying further on a central server for data storage, or one implementing
a more rigorous consensus protocol — may write a replacement network shim layer satisfying the same interface with
the ShareAR core.
Users may join, leave, and re-join the network. To be robust to access control changes occurring while a user is offline, we include in our implementation a means for a newly
reconnected user to receive a “digest” version of an object
containing only the information needed for consistency with
the other online users. Since consensus is best done with
network architecture in mind, we provide a means to create
this object “digest” as a higher-level functionality but relegate consensus operations to the networking shim layer.
2 To calculate lines of code, we use the CLoC tool version 1.80 available
at https://github.com/AlDanial/cloc/releases/tag/v1.80. We
omit lines of code solely related to our performance evaluation.
3 https://github.com/Microsoft/MixedRealityToolkitUnity
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Message name
InstantiateShared
AcceptObj
SetPermissionNew
SetPermissionObject
SetPermission
UpdateLocation
DeleteShared

Sent when

Bytes

A new shared object is created
A newly-shared object is accepted
A newly-instantated public object is accepted and there are more than 2 users present
A permission change is made or offered on an existing object
A permission change on an existing object is accepted and there are more than 2 users present
A shared object’s location in space is updated
A shared object is deleted

104
22
38
92
54
62
22

Table 2: Example message types and sizes in our prototype. Messages are relatively small because they do not include full AR object meshes
but rather an ID corresponding to the type of object in question and a string of object data that fully specifies the particular object of that
type. Sizes are for basic objects with no additional object data.
Feature

Paintball

Cubist Art

Location-coupled sharing
Location-decoupled sharing

X

X

Public permission settings
Ghost-only permission settings
Private permission settings

X

X

Auto-accepting content
Accepting content ad hoc

X

Doc Edit
X

X

X
X
X

X
X

Local deletion
Global location-coupled deletion
Global location-indep. deletion

X
X

Updating object location
Updating object data

X
X

X
X
X
X

Table 3: ShareAR sharing control features in case study apps.

6

Evaluation

We now evaluate our prototype’s functionality (Section 6.1),
security (Section 6.2), and performance (Section 6.3).
6.1

Functionality Evaluation

We evaluate the functionality of our prototype by implementing case study apps and by comparing against existing AR
design guidelines. We find that our prototype is flexible
enough to support a range of app sharing control needs and
is compatible with all considered existing design guidelines.
Case study applications. To evaluate the flexibility of our
design to support our functionality goals, and the associated
developer effort, we built bare-bones prototype versions of
our case studies from Section 2.1: Paintball, Doc Edit (a variant of Multi-Team Whiteboards), and Cubist Art. (We did not
implement Soccer Arena, since it does not surface new security, privacy, or functionality requirements not covered by the
other case studies. Section 2 provides further analysis.) Our
prototypes are intended to cover a broad spectrum of sharing
control functionalities; see Appendix A for detailed descriptions of the apps. Screenshots of the apps are in Figure 3, the
range of sharing control features each exercises is in Table 3,
and the sharing-related lines of code for each is in Table 4.
We use lines of code as a proxy measure for developer
effort (see Table 4). For each app, we count the total lines
of code in the app and the lines of code specific to sharing functionality. The low number of sharing-related lines of
code suggests that the burden on app developers to use our
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Figure 3: Screenshots of prototype apps: Cubist Art (top), Doc Edit
(bottom left), and Paintball (bottom right). In the Doc Edit app, the
semitransparent gray box in front of the file cabinet in the upper left
is a ghost view of another user’s document, and the two red boxes
are two users’ separate instantiations of the same shared document.

toolkit in practice is reasonable. Furthermore, we conjecture that fully fledged apps are likely to contain many more
lines of code unrelated to sharing, further reducing the comparative proportion of sharing-related lines of code in the
app. We note also that the repetition of some prototyped features across multiple apps (such as location-coupled sharing
in both the Paintball and Shared Blocks apps) suggests that
ShareAR’s features are composable, and that developers can
choose an app-appropriate subset of functionality.
Compatibility with existing guidelines. We also consider
the compatibility of ShareAR with existing design guidelines
from AR headset manufacturers. We focus on guidelines
related to multi-user interactions, asking: Does ShareAR
allow an app developer to meet these guidelines? We in-
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App

Sharing LoC

Total LoC

Paintball
Doc Edit
Cubist Art

13
173
153

240
1236
1131

Table 4: Lines-of-code counts for the three prototype applications.
We report both the total lines of code for the application and the
lines of code dedicated to interfacing with the ShareAR toolkit.

vestigate the Microsoft HoloLens guidelines [43] and Meta
guidelines [40]; we find that ShareAR is compatible with all
of them. The results are summarized in Table 5; see Appendix B for additional information.
6.2

Security Evaluation

We examine the security and privacy of our ShareARenabled apps under our threat model of untrusted users (but
trusted OS and apps). As described in Section 3, we rely on
app developers to use the ShareAR APIs that are appropriate for their use case. For the sake of exposition, we focus
on the Doc Edit app since it invokes all of the restrictions our
ShareAR prototype supports; our observations also extend to
Paintball and Cubist Art where applicable.
We find that ShareAR’s security and privacy restrictions
function as intended and meet the security goals in Section 2.3. Considering first the outbound security goals:
• Support granting/revoking per-user permissions: The
Doc Edit app includes a menu that allows a user to grant
and revoke per-user permissions. A user who never received or no longer has view permissions on a document
cannot see it.
• Support granting/revoking per-object permissions: The
aforementioned menu controls permissions on a perdocument basis: only the currently selected document
is affected by a permission change.
• Support physically intuitive access control restrictions:
Doc Edit provides a ghost version of a document object (as a flat gray box). A user with permission only to
view the ghost cannot tell if the original document is red
or not; but the user sees the ghost in the same location
as the document’s owner sees the original document,
and this location remains synchronized when the document’s owner moves the document in physical space.
Considering the inbound security goals from Section 2.3:
• Support user control of incoming virtual content: The
Doc Edit app surfaces an incoming permission-granting
message to the user via a small menu, through which
the user can choose to accept or decline. If the user
accepts, a new (location-decoupled) instantiation of the
document appears in front of the user, and the user can
also see the sharer’s instantiation of the document in its
full (rather than ghost) form. If the user declines the
document, no such change occurs.
• Support user control of owned physical space: As described in Section 5, our prototype leverages a Unity
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plane-clipping feature to implement simple owned
physical space enforcement. We clip parts of any object
closer to the user than 0.85 m (with the distance chosen
to match a HoloLens recommended setting [42]).
6.3

Performance Evaluation

We now evaluate ShareAR’s performance, measuring its operations (and comparing them to baseline operations where
possible) and studying how it scales with numbers of virtual objects and users. We find that ShareAR imposes only a
modest overhead on interdevice communication even as the
number of objects and users increases.
Experimental setup. We build an app (1506 lines of C#
code) to exercise ShareAR’s components and measure its
performance. In our test app, a test device creates objects that
are location-coupled or location-decoupled, sharing them
publicly, as ghosts, or keeping them private. One or more
other test devices auto-accept or manually accept objects.
The first device changes the objects’ permissions, updates
the objects’ location, and finally deletes the objects.
Our experimental setup consists of five HoloLens devices
communicating on the same local network, in two experimental scenarios: (1) for each n ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, we select n devices and fix h = 1 shared AR object; (2) for each
h ∈ {20 , 21 , 22 , 23 , 24 , 25 }, we set h to be the number of objects present and fix n = 2 devices. All devices run our evaluation app with the same n and h parameters; all devices join
the network sequentially, and then the last device to join the
network triggers the evaluation app.
The operations we measure are Create, Accept
Create, Change Permission, Accept Change, Update
Location, and Delete. Each operation involves work done
on User A’s device to initiate the operation, a message sent
across the network from User A to User B, and work done on
User B’s device to process the operation. Note that in some
cases (for Create and Change Permission) User B’s device reacts by initiating an operation that we also measure
(Accept Create and Accept Change).
In addition to measuring the within-module time for A’s
initiating action and B’s receiving action, we measure and
report on operation completion time, i.e., the time it takes
from A’s initiating action until B has finished processing. To
correct for clock skew between the two devices, we add into
the evaluation script a message from B to A containing B’s
timestamps (note that this is not part of our module’s protocol, but exists solely for the purposes of the evaluation).
Device A then combines this information with its own timestamps to compute the final timing numbers.
Finally, for the sharing module operations that clearly correspond to a primitive Unity operation (Create, Update
Location, and Delete), we also measure as a baseline the
timing of the Unity operation.
We repeat each evaluation point — defined by operation,
configuration (e.g., location coupled or decoupled), number
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Guideline

Short description

Source

How are they sharing?

Design for app’s purpose of sharing: presentation,
collaboration, guidance
Accommodate as many users as the app expects to
need
Support users in the same or different physical spaces
as needed
Design for asynchronous or real-time sharing as appropriate
Place objects appropriately in non-co-located users’
environments
Integrate with VR as needed
Set minimum visible distance for object to 0.85 m

HoloLens Developer Guidelines [43]

X*

HoloLens Developer Guidelines [43]

X*

HoloLens Developer Guidelines [43]

X

HoloLens Developer Guidelines [43]

X*

HoloLens Developer Guidelines [43]

X

HoloLens Developer Guidelines [43]
HoloLens Hologram Stability Guidelines [42]
Meta Developer Guidelines [40]
Meta Developer Guidelines [40]
Meta Developer Guidelines [40]

X*
X*

What is the group size?
Where is everyone?
When are they sharing?
How similar are their physical
environments?
What devices are they using?
Clip planes near user
Do not disturb
The holographic campfire
Public by default

Avoid incessant notifications to user
Allow users to see each other
Support shared-world intuition by making content
publicly visible

Support?

X*
X
X*

Table 5: Summary of ShareAR’s compatibility with existing multi-user AR design guidelines. For the check marks with a * appended, see
Appendix B for additional details.

of users, and number of objects — for 2 warm-up trials and 5
measured trials, reporting the mean and standard deviation.
Basic profile of operations. We begin by considering
ShareAR’s operations with a single pair of users (n = 2) sharing a single object (h = 1).
The overall operation completion time is between approximately 70 ms and 250 ms, depending on the operation and
configuration. This overall time is significantly dominated
by factors external to the ShareAR module, and that any
multi-user sharing solution would encounter: i.e., the network latency and the HoloToolkit Sharing library on either
end of it. The overhead specific to ShareAR is minimal: we
find that Create and Change Permissions operations are
most expensive on average, still taking less than 5 ms in the
worst case for the computation on each device; all other operations take less than 1 ms on each device. For the operations
that we can compare directly with Unity baselines, we also
find that ShareAR’s overhead is minimal: the operations stay
within 2.5 ms of the baseline in the worst case.
Scaling with the number of users. Next, we consider how
ShareAR scales as the number of users increases.
In terms of network traffic, a user sharing an object needs
to send object create and update messages to n − 1 others;
additionally, once a user accepts a sharing offer, their device
sends an acceptance message back to the sharer and an informational message to all other n − 2 users to stay in sync.
The total number of messages in the interaction thus scales
quadratically. For updates to already-shared objects (location change, deletion), the sharing user sends one message
per other user, and no replies or additional messages are sent
(overall scaling linearly with users).
In terms of timing, all operations under all test conditions took less than 5 ms. For all but Create and Change
Permission, the operations on average remained under
1 ms. These overheads are reasonable, especially given their
small additional overhead beyond to the corresponding base-
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line operations where present (shown with a dashed line for
Create, Update Location, Delete). More detailed performance data is in Appendix C.
In terms of scaling, Create and Change Permission
scale approximately linearly with the number of users; all
other operations remain approximately constant. Different
configurations for an operation (e.g., location coupled versus decoupled sharing, or different object deletion modes)
may slightly affect performance (as reflected in the differently colored lines in the graphs), typically taking longer for
location-decoupled objects due to the overhead of processing
multiple instantiations of the same object.
Scaling with the number of objects. Finally, we measure
ShareAR with increasing numbers of AR objects.
In terms of network traffic, we observe that it scales linearly with the number of objects, as each operation and associated message is independent per object.
In terms of timing, all operations took less than 3 ms
(and often less than 1 ms). These overheads are reasonable,
especially given their relation to the corresponding baseline operations where present. (For the module operations
for which a baseline Unity operation is plotted — Create,
Update Location and Delete — the relevant module operation timing is very close to that of the baseline Unity operation.) Additional details are in Appendix C.
In terms of scaling, for all operations, the time taken is
approximately constant per object as the number of objects
scales: in other words, an operation on one object registered
with the module is independent of how many other objects
are also registered with the module. Some operations exhibit
a slight slope downward, suggesting caching benefits.
Performance evaluation summary. From our measurements, we see that object creation and permission changes
are the most computationally expensive operations. However, we anticipate that in practice these operations will only
occur during a small fraction of the frame updates in an app.
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Even so, the greatest observed time taken for an operation
was under 5 ms, and most measurements remained under
1 ms. Furthermore, since these measurements were of our
unoptimized research prototype, continued code optimization may bring the performance overhead down even further.

7

Discussion

This work presents the first systematic investigation of multiuser sharing control for AR apps. We propose a module that
is flexible enough to support many different decisions by app
developers. Below we discuss several examples of future
directions enabled by our work.
Execute permissions. Although multi-user AR systems are
still primitive, we envision that future systems will support
not only read and write but also execute permissions. One
possible manifestation may be to allow a user to execute
predefined actions on another user’s object without having
full edit control. For instance, an app may allow other users
to make a virtual dog wag its tail without allowing them to
make the dog arbitrarily large. Our module can be extended
to include additional permissions, including this one.
Asynchronous sharing. Our design exploration assumes
that both users are online when a sharing action occurs; extensions of our work could explore removing this assumption. For example, consider a user who places publicly visible virtual decorations outside their home. We may want
(1) the objects to still be visible to a passerby when the user
is not home, but (2) the passerby’s device to only become notified of the objects’ existence and public visibility when the
passerby is physically proximate to the home. Such a design
may require an alternate network architecture than peer-topeer; our module’s network agnosticism would support this.
Minimizing developer errors. We emphasize that one consequence of our module’s flexibility is that developers must
be cautious to use it in a way that supports their app use case.
Some potential user-to-user threats may be subtle: for example, if app developers chose to share ghost objects automatically with no way to refuse or delete them, one user might
intentionally or accidentally clutter another user’s view with
ghost objects (an example of a denial-of-service attack). Or,
if an app developer implements a personal space policy that
makes AR objects invisible to all users but does not provide
a way to interact with or retrieve an invisible object, then a
malicious user could walk up to others’ objects to force them
to become invisible and non-interactible. Still other pitfalls
may depend on app semantics: for instance, if the developer
of an app such as Community Art does not put limits on users,
a user could monopolize a common space and prevent other
users from placing objects there. Future work, then, may
explore ways to support app developers in using the features
from our system that are most suitable for their overall goals.
Analysis in the wild. More broadly, our work lays a foundation for future empirical studies on how developers use our
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module’s components in practice and how users respond to
concrete usage of these components. Such an evaluation is
nontrivial since evaluating the usability of a single app does
not generalize well to the usability of others [45], for the
same reason described in Section 2 that a sharing control
module cannot be one-size-fits-all. However, we note the importance of follow-up studies considering user perceptions
when making specific design decisions, and we encourage
future work to leverage our technical foundation to examine
under which circumstances certain sharing mechanisms are
appropriate.
Location privacy. Much multi-user app functionality, including our design, requires that users share their location
with the app: sharing at least where one is within a physical
space is necessary for location-synchronized virtual content.
Some users may not anticipate or agree with such location
sharing, even for trustworthy apps, though such sharing may
be fundamental to the design of location-based AR apps. Additional location privacy concerns could be introduced by
app developers, if app developers mishandle and accidentally or intentionally expose a user’s location to other users.
This threat, however, is dependent upon app-level semantics,
and is neither unique to nor preventable by the underlying
sharing framework. We encourage future work to explore
this point further.
Inherently conflicting goals. Finally, we conjecture that
there may be fundamental tensions in some aspects of secure and private content sharing between users. For example, consider the case of a shared space in which one user
owns a publicly visible ball object and another user owns a
private wall object. When the public ball is thrown at the private wall, it is not obvious which user(s) should see the ball
rebound. If the ball rebounds for both users, then the ball
owner gains information about the presence of the wall; if
the ball does not rebound for either user, then the wall owner
sees the ball go through the wall, defying physics; if only
the wall owner sees the ball rebound, then the two users no
longer have a synchronized view of the shared space. Determining how physics-obeying virtual objects should interact to minimize information leakage via this side channel
while maximizing physical intuition is a subtle area for future work, and we conjecture that no content sharing solution
can simultaneously achieve both goals perfectly.

8

Related Work

Although AR has a long history (e.g., [61]), the computer
security community has only recently begun examining the
space [13, 52]. Prior efforts on AR security and privacy include filtering raw real-world input [12, 28, 49, 54, 65] and
regulating untrusted AR output [32, 34]. These efforts focus
on the case of a single user interacting with an AR device.
Literature on multi-user AR security and privacy is just beginning to emerge. Some prior work has proposed methods
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for secure device pairing via out-of-band channels [19, 60];
our work is complementary. Other prior work has proposed
specific multi-user interaction modalities, such as locationbased interfaces for making virtual content private and auditing content visibility [8, 9], mediating shared experiences
with remote collaborators [50], and using personal tablets in
shared spaces to separate private and public content [62, 72].
While these works present specific multi-user AR systems,
our work is the first to systematically and broadly consider
the design space for AR sharing control and our module
could be leveraged when implementing these prior ideas.
There is a rich literature on access control (see, e.g., [7] for
an overview). Our work does not assume what access control
model is best for a particular app. Our implementation leverages an access control matrix [30] as a simple and flexible
model for per-user and per-object permissions; we intend for
other established access control models in specific app contexts (e.g., [17, 68]) to be layered on top of our toolkit, and
we instead focus on the challenges of managing the implications of access control in the 3D physical AR setting.
Work in AR user experience has surfaced security- and
privacy-relevant themes for multi-user contexts. Lebeck et
al. [35] surface multi-user concerns such as physiological attacks, virtual clutter, and the obscurity of other users’ actions. Poretski et al. [48] examine normative tensions in AR,
emphasizing enforcing personal space and designing for user
control. Olsson et al. [46,47] identify user needs such as control over privacy, socially appropriate ways to interact with
devices, and solutions for abuse of public content by other
users. These studies shed light on desired system properties
and user concerns but do not directly address system design;
our work builds concretely on these findings.
Multi-user digital interactions that take place in a physical
space have also been studied in the context of tabletop interfaces and large computerized displays [44, 57–59, 71]. Our
work addresses similar needs for and tensions around public
versus private content arising in the AR setting, where immersive 3D content can be situated anywhere in the physical
world rather than constrained to a shared display.

9

Conclusion

Multi-user AR technologies hold much promise, but also
raise security and privacy risks in the potentially undesirable interactions between human users. These risks should
be addressed while AR ecosystems are being actively developed rather than after sub-optimal ad hoc conventions have
taken root. To that end, we are the first to systematically
develop a set of security and functionality goals for multiuser AR. We present the design of a sharing control module
for AR content, which we envision as an app-level library or
OS interface that can be leveraged by app developers. Our
work identifies and addresses key challenges that stem from
AR’s tight integration into the physical world. Our proto-
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type, ShareAR,4 for the Microsoft HoloLens demonstrates
the feasibility of our design, and our evaluation suggests that
it meets our design goals and imposes minimal performance
overhead. By addressing multi-user AR sharing control systematically now, we are taking steps toward securing the
fully fledged multi-user AR applications of the future.
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Prototype Application Descriptions

In Section 6.1, we describe our assessment of our design’s
functionality by its ability to flexibly support our representative case study apps. Here, we provide further details on our
implemented prototype case study apps.
Paintball. This is a minimalist implementation of the Paintball case study. Players can launch red spheres that, upon
contact with another player, attach to that other player. All
users in the game session can see all of the red spheres. For
the purposes of the prototype, we leave out scorekeeping and
more advanced game features.
Doc Edit. This is a basic version of Multi-Team Whiteboards
in which each user accessing content has a personal instantiation of it. Users, by interacting with a simple control panel,
create flat rectangular boxes as documents. Documents are
location-decoupled, and though they are private and ghosted
by default, users can choose to share individual documents
with individual users. A user can also turn a document red,
modifying the document’s contents in a way that ghost documents do not display (for the prototype, this emulates arbitrary content entry, which we do not implement); the user can
also delete the document in a group-extended way (i.e., all
other users’ instances of the document are also deleted).
Cubist Art. This is a simplified version of the Community
Art case study. Rather than making and manipulating arbitrary objects, users create and control cubes and can choose
to share them or not. Although many of the user’s possible
actions via the control panel are similar to those of Doc Edit,
there are several key differences: (1) Cubes are public by default rather than private. (2) Cubes are shared in a locationcoupled way rather than location-decoupled. (3) Cubes obey
real-world physics instead of being entirely script-controlled.
(4) Object deletion is global location-coupled rather than
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global location-independent (note, though, that the semantics of location-coupled sharing make these two cases visually equivalent for solely location-coupled objects).
We did not implement the Soccer Arena case study, since
it does not surface new security, privacy, or functionality requirements not covered by the other case studies. Section 2
provides further analysis.

B

Interaction with Existing Design Recommendations

Below we include a further analysis of our module’s compatibility with existing design recommendations.
How are they sharing? The HoloLens guidelines list possible sharing scenarios as consisting of presentation, collaboration, or guidance. Our design supports all of these: for instance, a developer can use ShareAR to set appropriate controls such as view-only permissions when a presenter shares
content with an audience. Besides the opt-in scenarios that
the HoloLens guidelines describe, our design also supports
opt-out public content sharing, which we argue should be
treated as another important use case for AR.
What is the group size? The HoloLens guidelines remind
developers to design for as many users as needed. Our design
can support an arbitrary number of users. (In practice, our
implementation stores both object IDs and user IDs as 32-bit
integers, providing a generous upper bound on its capacity.
We examine performance questions in Section 6.3.)
When are they sharing? The HoloLens guidelines ask
whether sharing is asynchronous or synchronous. Although
we explicitly design ShareAR to support real-time sharing,
we do not preclude the possibility of asynchronous sharing.
A developer could, for instance, write a replacement network
shim layer that relies on a central server for data storage and
periodically queries the server for updates.
What devices are they using? In particular, the HoloLens
guidelines ask whether AR users might share content with
VR users. Although this is outside the scope of this work, we
note that there is nothing in principle that fundamentally prevents developers from extending our work into VR as well.
More broadly, we note that in principle, the ShareAR design
is compatible across any AR HMD platforms that satisfy basic assumptions such as a shared notion of 3D space. (Our
implementation is built for the HoloLens and has not been
ported to other platforms as of this writing.)
Clip planes near user. HoloLens recommends setting a
“plane clipping” distance of 0.85 m so that a user does not
see any portions of AR objects that are closer than that in
the user’s field of view [42]. Plane clipping may conceptually be considered a partial way of enforcing personal space;
however, it only affects the view of the user whose space is
invaded, and other users still see the object as being close
to the user. ShareAR’s treatment of owned physical space
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Figure 4: Timing measurements for all steps in the evaluation protocol, each from the perspective of the device initiating the step,
as the number of present users scales. Acceptance times are measured on the receiver’s device; all other times are measured on the
sharer’s device. Black dashed lines denote a corresponding baseline Unity operation where one exists.

Figure 5: Timing measurements for all steps in the evaluation protocol, each from the perspective of the device initiating the step,
on a per-object basis as the number of objects scales. Acceptance
times are measured on the receiver’s device; all other times are
measured on the sharer’s device. Black dashed lines denote a corresponding baseline Unity operation where one exists.

encompasses this recommendation and is a more complete
solution. (Our implementation does not yet include personal
space; however, it does include basic plane clipping.)
Do not disturb. Meta cautions against showing the user incessant notifications. Our design does not specify the user
interface: notifications from other devices are passed as an
event to the app but not displayed to the user. Thus, ShareAR
is flexible enough to support this design choice.
Public by default. This recommendation is similar in spirit
to our goal of supporting shared physical-world intuition.
Although our design does support a purely public virtual
world, we do not recommend it for all circumstances; our
ghosting mechanism maintains a basic shared-world intuition while preserving a degree of privacy.

C

Detailed Performance Data

Results as the number of users scales are shown in Figure 4;
results as the number of objects scales are shown in Figure 5.
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